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THE SHRIEVE’S HOUSE 

Welcome to the home of Master        

William Shrieve. William lived here 

during the 1530 and 1540s. He was a 

longbowman for Henry VIII and           

mentioned in the  muster roll of 1536. 

He was also mentioned on the lease in 

1544. His name ‘Shrieve’ means 

‘Sheriff’ so he was perhaps a Sheriff or 

a descendent of a Sheriff. 

As master of the house he would have 

eaten in a nice dining room and slept 

in a comfortable bed.   

TUDOR SOCIETY 

Master Shrieve lived in this house during the Tudor era. The 

Tudor period started in 1485 when Henry VII defeated Richard 

III at the  Battle of  Bosworth, ending the ’War of the Roses’. 

The era ended in 1603 on the death of his granddaughter 

Elizabeth who had no children. 

Tudor society had strict rules, especially the different levels of 

society. Starting with the very top of society—Royalty. See if 

you can put the right King or Queen in the right place! 

Meet the Tudors 
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THE TUDOR    FAMILY TREE
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Henry VIII  | Mary I  |  James I |       Edward VI  | Henry VII | Elizabeth I

 

 

Can you fill in the   

missing royals? Their 

names are at the bottom 

of the page to help you!

 



THE TUDOR    FAMILY TREE 
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Henry VIII  | Mary I  |  James I |       Edward VI  | Henry VII | Elizabeth I 

  
 

THE TUDORS 

The Tudors were a royal dynasty as 

well as an era. William Shrieve 

lived in the time of Henry VIII and 

may have been in his army 



 

FOOD AND DRINK 

Whilst Royalty were at the top of the 

‘food chain’, even military men like 

William Shrieve were fairly wealthy. 

He would have sat the head of the       

table, made up of trestle legs and a 

board on top (he would be “the 

chairman of the board”).    

Food and Clothes 

Circle 7 things you would not commonly have had in a Tudor household 

sugar 

crisps 
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sugar 

microwave 

bananas 

bread 

cherries 

salt 

fish 

mushrooms 

Ice cubes 

pork 

chicken 

beef 

herbs 

Food processor 

ale 

forks 

grapes 

cabbage 

apples 

Coca cola 

onions 



CLOTHES 

As well as food and drink and a comfortable bed; 

the Tudors distinguished rank by their clothes. 

There was even a law to prevent people wearing 

clothes not to their station in life. It was called the 

Sumptuary Law.  

Elizabeth I is in her full regalia. Look closely at what she is wearing. Describe her 
clothes as if you were writing to someone explaining how she looks. 
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Exploration 

 

Cannonball 
Store 

Life boat 

Ballast 
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Upper Gun 

The Tudors loved exploration (especially if this 

meant fame and wealth).  As an archer, Master 

Shrieve would have been called up at any time 

to ’muster’ as part of Henry VIII’s army. This 

would include travelling on board one of 

Henry’s war ships—such as the Mary Rose. 
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Captain’s Cabin 

Cook House 

Rudder 

Grain Store 

Sailors could be at sea from many weeks to many 

years, perhaps never to see their families again. 

Rules were strict and punishment harsh. Look at 

the picture below. Can you draw a line between 

the description and the object. How many can you 

get correct? We have filled in the first clue. 



 

Crime & Punishment 
Talking of punishment at sea, there was plenty of 

that on dry land as well! People were not just 

locked up in gaol there were different punish-

ments for different crimes.  

Drunkards Cloak 

Pillories 

Branded on the  skin 
with a  with hot iron 

whipping 

Ducking 
Stool 

Here are a list of ‘crimes’.  
Can you match them to the punishment? 

 
| DRUNKARDNESS  |   STEALING  |  GOSSIPING/NAGGING  

|  WITCHCRAFT  |  NOT PRACTISING ARCHERY |   
VAGRANCY   

Q: Which of these are still ‘crimes’ today? 
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Scold’s 
Bridle 
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Education 

Who went to school? 

Boys                   Girls                       Both 

Rich                 Poor     Both 
 

What time did school start in the Summer? 

5am  6am  7am  8am  9am 
 

What is corporal punishment? 

Hitting a Corporal     Confinement to barracks      Hitting a pupil 
 

Tick or circle the lessons that are not taught today: 

Reading  

  Latin 

      Writing 

         Rhetoric 

          Arithmetic 

                  Logic 

There were few books, so a ‘horn book’ was used (which had the Lords 

Prayer on one side and the alphabet on the other) then covered in a 

thin  piece of horn to protect (a bit like lamination).  

Can you answer the multiple choice questions below. 

Q: Did the rules change for royalty? 
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Here are some Tudor ‘cures’ for the plague: 
 

 Rubbing onions, herbs or a chopped up snake (if available) on the 

boils or cutting up a chicken and rubbing it over an infected body. 
 

 Drinking vinegar, eating crushed minerals, arsenic, mercury or  

even ten-year-old treacle! 

 Drinking your own urine. 
 

 Sitting close to a fire or in a sewer to drive out the fever, or               

fumigating the house with herbs to purify the air. 
 

 Some people the plague was a punishment from God and went on 

processions whipping themselves. 
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Do you think any of the ‘cures’ worked? 

Make up your own cure, below: 

The Plague 
Many disease were fatal during the Tudor period but none 

were more feared that ‘The Plague’, often killing more than 

a third of the population. It visited Stratford in 1564, the year 

the Shakespeare family welcomed their son, William.   
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Leather gauntlets | herbs |  mask with glasses |  waxed or leather cloak/
coat | leather boots | stick| leather hat  

Only the rich could afford qualified doctors or barber surgeons.       

Both of which may have contracted the disease themselves and died. 

The Towns often employed ‘Plague Doctors ‘ (who usually had          

limited medical knowledge). Other ‘control’ methods were to lock the 

afflicted inside their homes with the healthy. 

The Plague Doctors’ garb provided 

some protection from the disease 

by covering most of the body.  Can 

you label the different parts of the 

outfit using the list below? 



 

Rich and Poor 

Although it is implied, look in more detail at how the rich and poor 

were differentiated—and not just by wealth? Examine: 

 

Clothes  

Crime and punishment  

Food 

Beds 

Living conditions 

Education 

War 

 

How were people kept in their ‘place’ in society? 

 

Compare to today: has everything changed or is there still different 

rules for each level of society? Are there different levels of society and 

what would you say they are? Can they be crossed over? How? 

 

Medicine 

Is the plague still around? What is the number one killer today? Is 

every disease now curable? 

 

Exploration 

Does exploration still happen? What is yet to be explored? 

 
 

Follow on... 
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William Shrieve has to go now and practice his archery  

(it is another law after all!) 



Tudor World 

40 Sheep Street | Stratford upon Avon | CV37 6EE 

www.tudorworld.com |  01789 298070 

thetudors1599@gmail.com 

Discover a Tudor World 

Good morrow, I 

am William 

Shrieve—one of 

the first tenants 

of this building. 

You can find out 

more about my 

world inside! 



TEACHERS / NOTES 
(Tudor World School Activity Book) 

 
William Shrieve 
The activity booklet is introduced by William Shrieves a lowbowman who lived at the house, 
which forms part of the Tudor World museum. He is mentioned in the ‘muster roll’ of 1536 
and on the lease of 1544. It is unknown how he died, but he seems to have disappeared 
about the time the Mary Rose sunk. 
 
Tudor Family Tree 
The Tudor era began in 1485 (when Henry VII won the Battle of Bosworth against Richard 
III) and ended in 1603 when Elizabeth I (his granddaughter) died without children. The 
crown passed to James VI of Scotland  (only son of Mary Queen of Scots) who became 
James I of England, Ireland and Scotland. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Food and drink 
Available: Cherries, apples, onions, mushrooms, cabbage, bread, fish, herbs, chicken, beef, 
pork, grapes (and therefore wine) and hops for ale (beer was particularly important as it was 
drunk instead of the water (which was not clean). 
Spices (not herbs) would very expensive and imported from abroad. These could be so      
expensive they were locked up in a ‘spice cabinet’ (some were as expensive as gold). 
Not yet invented: microwave, food processor 
Bananas—introduced to this country in 1633 
Forks—not invented, the Tudors used knives, spoons or their hands. 
Salt—very much so, in fact it was really important (for preserving meat and as seasoning). 
Salt was also sometimes paid as a ‘salary’ (the words salary comes from the word salt). 
Sugar—was available for only to the rich (Elizabeth I famously had black teeth and it        
became a sign of wealth) 
Ice cubes—ice would be difficult to make without a fridge (rich Victorians had ice imported 
from frozen rivers and stored in their ‘ice houses’ in big blocks) 
 
Clothes 
Sumptary Laws were invented to keep the social order (visually), poor would wear wool 
(Elizabeth I insisted everyone wear wool hats to keep the wool trade going); and other hard-
wearing readily available material. The rich would wear silk, velvets, peers of the realm 
could wear cloth of silver and ermine and only royalty would be allowed cloth of gold. 
 



Teachers / notes 2 
 

 
Exploration 
In this room you will see inside a ship with a cannon and food (three square meals) laid 
out for the crew to eat. Get the children to think about what it would have been like on-
board ship. What happens when the food runs out? Who went to sea? How long were 
they at sea?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crime & Punishment 
Get the children to think about what is considered a crime? Was the punishment fair? 
What were the punishments? Is ‘vagrancy’ a crime? How are the homeless treated in our 
society?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

STEALING 
GOSSIPING/NAGGING 

WITCHCRAFT 
VAGRANCY 

DRUNKENESS 

You could be put in the  
pillories or stocks for being 
drunk in public, swearing, 
short-changing someone, 
not practising archery (men 
only) and numerous other 
minor crimes. 

The ducking stool could 
also be used for ‘nagging’ 
women, and testing for 
witchery. Whipping was a 
punishment for vagrancy 
(although they did start to 
introduce poor laws for the 
‘deserving poor’), stealing 
or non attendance of 
church. Branding was used 
for stealing or vagrancy. 
Stealing could also result in 
having your hand chopped 
off. 



Teachers / notes 3 
Education 
Only boys went to school (and usually only if they were ‘gentlemen’ such as William 
Shakespeare). Girls stayed at home (unless they were royalty like Elizabeth I or taught at 
home such as Judith Shakespeare—William’s daughter).  
Royalty could not be ‘punished’, therefore they had a ‘whipping boy’ to take that punish-
ment instead. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plague 
Get to the children to think about what the health risks were in Tudor times. Who lived 
longest—rich or poor? What was the number one killer? For women it could be childbirth. 
The mortality rate for children was very high. Was the plague curable? Is it curable now? 
What other disease are not curable, even today? Get the children to make up their own 
‘cure’ that seems to make some sense in Tudor times. 
  
 

HERBS 
HAT 

BEAKED MASK 

GLOVES 

STICK 

BOOTS 

CLOAK 


